NEW ITEMS APRIL 2018
VW AMAROK GP
30 Gr

ad

0778 37 John Deere 7310R

0315 02 VW T2 camper van

0105 03 Fire brigade – Range Rover

0363 98 Claas Xerion 5000 with twin tyres

W

IKING kicks off the spring with
model creativity: the legendary
Range Rover celebrates its premier
as an emergency vehicle, while the Magirus
round hood rolls into the range as an historic
fire engine. Then there is a second Magirus
S 3500 with flatbed and loading crane, which
was already announced as a new item back
in 1964 and is now being realised. The
Magirus evokes the 1960s with the refrigerated box trailer of the Swiss retail chain
“Migros”. Recreational fun is symbolised by
the Land Rover Defender 110 and foreveryoung VW T2 camper van – iconic with

0102 02 Land Rover Defender 110

0610 02 Fire brigade – fire engine (Magirus S 3500)

0311 49 VW Amarok GP Highline

0420 02 Flatbed-truck with loading crane (Magirus S 3500)

0520 03 Refrigerated semi-trailer (Magirus)

checked curtains and roof rack, of course.
WIKING is also presenting the VW Amarok
GP with its face lift in the “Highline” design.
Agricultural fans can look forward to new
items on a small and large scale: while the
Claas Xerion 5000 with twin tyres appears
on 1:87 scale, the John Deere 7310R comes
as a top-of-the-range tractor on a precision
agricultural scale of 1:32. The finely detailed

model has the familiar finesse in the cab and
on the chassis, and the wheels can be removed
as required, just like on the original. The
N-gauge receives support in the form of the
HR 18 mini-excavator in TWH livery.
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MODEL UPGRADES APRIL 2018
BÜSSING 12.000 TEST VEHICLE
0922 09 Caravan N-gauge 1:160

0029 03 VW The Beetle

0018 20 Accessory pack – Cargo II

0205 03 Ford Mustang Coupé

0882 03 John Deere 2016

0678 04 Three-way tipper trailer

0371 07 Unimog U 411

0749 01 Tram carriage

0899 38 Fendt equipment carrier

0678 48 Three-way tipper (MB Arocs)

0750 01 Tramcar

“Büssing 12.000” component parts set

E

xperience living history on 1:87 scale!
The Büssing 12.000 covered many
kilometres in the early 1950s in the
livery of the “Braunschweig” truck manufacturer in order to test road handling on
long-distance journeys. Now WIKING has
granted the historic test vehicle a special
themed edition, which also includes the
chassis that at the time was only supplied to
that superstructure manufacturer, along with
the corresponding Büssing ballast weights
for the test vehicle. A matching cargo set in
coordinating colours is also available. Not
only that, WIKING has achieved a bridge
to the times by bringing back to life the

0990 93 Set "Büssing 12.000"

tram, which advertises Berlin-based brewer
“Schultheiss”. The Unimog U 411 in “W&W
Holzbau” livery, the Fendt equipment carrier
and the John Deere 2016 with its unmissable
Lanz genes evoke the daily agricultural and
forestry work of those times. The legendary
Ford Mustang appears in attractive matt black
with flame decoration, while the VW Beetle

represents the fun that can be had driving
today. The Meiller three-way tipper in typical municipal orange on the Mercedes-Benz
Arocs chassis can be attached to a matching
tipper trailer as required. The model upgrades are rounded off by the caravans on a
scale 1:160.
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